Apparatus & Group Awards

THE PERFECT START TO DEVELOPING
AND REWARDING GYMNASTS

Following on from the Floor Awards, the Apparatus & Group Awards are the second addition to
the GymSTART Award Scheme. These awards have been designed to be a fun, challenging and
reward-based programme for gymnasts of all ages, to be used both in a club or school setting.

LEVEL

They are the perfect teaching aid to help structure gymnastic sessions, provide a method of assessment, and most importantly, motivate gymnasts to work, achieve and succeed within their
own abilities.
LEVEL

Structure
These awards focus on the use of basic equipment
including;
• bench /beam
• springboard
• vault
• single bar
• rhythmic apparatus e.g. ball, hoop, ribbon & rope
• each other - acrobatics

1.

2.

Bunny Jumps

1

APPARATUS &
GROUP AWARD

10 SKILLS, 7 TO PASS
3.

One Foot Stand

Soft Steps

Look for!

Why not try?

Look for!

Why not try?

Look for!

Why not try?

- Perform the length of the
apparatus

Straighten legs as they pass over
the apparatus

- Stand tall, with all body parts
fully extended

Close the eyes while balancing

- Walk the full length of the
apparatus, on the balls of the
feet (relevé)

Use obstacles to step over e.g.
bean bags, cones

- Any leg position may be
performed

- Lift hips high as feet pass over
- Arms straight throughout

4. Hurdle Step Preparation

5.

- Legs straight, toes pointed

6. ‘Wiggle’ - Rope

Side to Side Stretch

*Any apparatus may be used

*One foot to two feet

Look for!

Why not try?

Look for!

Why not try?

Look for!

Why not try?

- Start with a short run entry

Use floor markers to improve
accuracy

- Start stretched, reaching up to
one side

Add a chassé entry

- Hold one end of the rope in
one hand, wrist facing down

Perform holding in left and right
hand

- Take off from one foot and
land on two feet

- Use wrist to move rope in a
circular pattern

- Move through plié, reaching to
opposite side
- Repeat 4 times

The awards provide opportunities to work in groups
and to sample, practise and become proficient at skills
from a variety of gymnastic disciplines.

7.

8. Partner Side Chassé Step

Partner Roll

Partner Rock ‘N’ Roll

Look for!

Why not try?

Look for!

Look for!

Why not try?

- Smooth release from hand

Add a chassé entry

- Holding wrists, perform 6-8 side Repeat back to back,
holding hands
chassé steps, at the same time

- Both perform rock ‘n’ roll

Different legs shapes in the jump

- Arms remain straight
throughout

- Perform immediate pair
straight jump

- Apparatus should not bounce
- Pick up with one or two hands

There are 10 progressive levels, with 10 skills per level
using a variety of apparatus. Ideally gymnasts will
demonstrate proficiency in 7 skills before moving up to
the next level.

9.

*Ball or hoop

Why not try?

- Catch hands to stand

10. Standing Counter Balance
Please Note
·
·
·
·
·

Look for!

Why not try?

- Start with toes touching,
holding wrists

A different counter balance,
with 3+ people

- Lean backwards until arms are
straight

·
·

‘Why not try?’ Provides some simple ideas to develop the skills. Gymnasts may use one
per level as an additional skill to achieve the award
For Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills, any of the hand apparatus may be used (if appropriate)
All skills can be performed by boys and girls
If specific equipment is not available, an alternative may be used
Ensure coaching abilities and equipment are appropriate to the skills being taught and that
children attempt skills for which they are suitably prepared
Any skill can be modified, or replace by a suitable task, to include children with disabilities
The illustrations should be used as a guide only
It would be preferable for anyone using these awards as a coaching or teaching tool to have
participated in a formal gymnastics coaching module or course

Disclaimer: Gymnastics Ireland does not accept responsibility
for any injury to coaches or gymnasts using these awards.

- One or two hand grip may be
used

www.gymnasticsireland.com

Store
The posters are available in sizes A2, A3, A4, in packs of 10 (1 of each level per pack) and can be
purchased, along with certificates and medals, in our online store: store.gymnasticsireland.com
or by contacting the office.
For more information and booking enquiries:
www.gymnasticsireland.com
Email: ask@gymnasticsireland.com
Tel: 01 6251125

www.gymnasticsireland.com

